Professional Development at Amrop
Through Amrop University, Amrop commits to the continuous learning of its Partners, Consultants
and Research Associates, developing the knowledge, skills and behaviors that bring distinctive
value to agile, connected and forward-looking client organizations.
Amrop University blends practical business knowledge and service-oriented education. A wide
range of topics, course formats and opportunities for exchange is tailored to meet the needs of our
global teams.
Delivered through a range of methodologies, from online workshops and cross-border mentoring,
to multi-day onsite global learning events, Amrop University programs are led by world-class
content experts.
Amrop University at IMD
In close collaboration with IMD (the Institute for Management Development), Amrop offers its
consultants and partners worldwide an exclusive Executive Development program: The Trusted
Advisor.
Under the banner ‘Amrop University at IMD’, the multi-module program runs over a series of threeday sessions at the IMD campus on the shores of Lake Geneva in Lausanne, Switzerland.
Through professor-led lectures and workshops, the program addresses shifts in the global
economic environment, the evolving organization and implications for leadership and executive
search. It achieves consistently high participant ratings.
Amrop’s Chairman, Ulrich Dade: “All our Amrop University programs are designed to support
broad professional development, at all levels of the organization. The Trusted Advisor program at
IMD reinforces our ability to offer sustainable and relevant solutions to our clients. Our partnership
with IMD underscores Amrop’s drive towards excellence as a premium, global executive search
provider.”
IMD Program Director Professor Maury Peiperl: “IMD’s partnership with Amrop is based on
close collaboration and transparency – exactly the kind of trust-building that professional services
firms need to develop with their own high-level clients. Each of us pushes the other to higher and
higher capabilities, making it a real pleasure and a great learning experience all around.”

About IMD:
Ranked No. 1 in executive education outside the US (2008-2013), No. 1 in open programs (201213) by the Financial Times and No. 1 worldwide (2011) by Forbes, IMD is a world pioneer in
executive education. More than a business school, IMD collaborates with individuals, teams and
organizations to help them resolve real business issues, build capabilities and prepare for the
future. Delivered from the campus on the shores of Lake Geneva in Switzerland and key locations
worldwide, IMD’s top-ranking programs and services combine practical experience, thought
leadership and a global mindset.
www.imd.org
Membership of the World Economic Forum - Community of Global Growth Companies
As a learning organization, Amrop is a member of the World Economic Forum’s Community of
Global Growth Companies (GGC) formed in 2007 to engage dynamic, high-growth organizations
considered as having the potential to be tomorrow’s industry leaders and to become a driving force
of economic and social change.
GGC members interact with each other and with leaders of government, civil society and the
media via international live forums and the World Economic Forum’s online platform. Agendas
cover major socio-economic factors and shifts and drivers for competitiveness and innovation.
About the World Economic Forum
The World Economic Forum is an independent international organization committed to ‘improving
the state of the world’ by engaging business, political, academic and other leaders of society to
shape global, regional and industry agendas. Incorporated as a not-for-profit foundation in 1971
and headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, the Forum is tied to no political, partisan or national
industries. Its activities are built on 4 pillars: communities, interaction, insight and impact.
www.weforum.org
www.imd.org
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